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Coral diseases contribute to the decline of reef communities, but factors that lead to
disease are difficult to detect. In the present study, we develop a multi-species model
of colony-scale risk for the class of coral diseases referred to as White Syndromes,
investigating the role of current or past conditions, including both environmental
stressors and biological drivers at the colony and community scales. Investigating
7 years of coral survey data at five sites in Guam we identify multiple environmental
and ecological associations with White Syndrome, including a negative relationship
between short-term heat stress and White Syndrome occurrence, and strong evidence
of increasing size-dependent White Syndrome risk across coral species. Our findings
result in a generalized model used to predict colony-scale White Syndrome risk for
multiple species, highlighting the value of long-term monitoring efforts to detect drivers
of coral disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Diseases naturally persist at low prevalence in coral communities, but may emerge into high-
prevalence, destructive outbreaks over short time periods under conducive conditions. Acute and
chronic coral tissue loss diseases increase coral host mortality (Sutherland et al., 2004; Raymundo
et al., 2008) and contribute to the broader decline of coral reefs alongside other impacts including
bleaching from marine heatwaves (Le Nohaïc et al., 2017), reduced recruitment on reefs (Hughes
et al., 2019), and losses in functional redundancy (Pratchett et al., 2014; Descombes et al., 2015;
Richardson et al., 2018). The temporal and spatial variability of coral disease, its naturally low
prevalence, and the sparse data on conditions preceding disease, pose significant challenges to
predicting patterns in disease occurrence.
Variability in disease prevalence reflects a complex suite of antecedent environmental
and biological conditions. Thermal stress and resultant bleaching have previously been
identified as a driver of coral disease, including high-mortality outbreaks (Bruno et al., 2007;
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Brandt and McManus, 2009; Miller et al., 2009). The history of
thermal stress at a site has found widespread use as an indicator
of disease risk, but its effect is variable, due in part to the varied
response of coral species to heat stress (Heron et al., 2010;
Randall et al., 2014; McClanahan et al., 2015). Chronic nutrient
enrichment and increased chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) have both been
linked to increased prevalence and severity of coral disease
and bleaching (Redding et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2014;
Vega Thurber et al., 2014). Sediment stress and turbidity from
offshore dredging and extreme runoff events due to land-use
change are associated with increased coral disease prevalence on
adjacent reefs (Pollock et al., 2014; Sheridan et al., 2014; Otaño-
Cruz et al., 2017). Proximity to human populations, degrading
water quality, thermal stress, and additional anthropogenic
stressors precipitate either chronic infection or large-scale, multi-
year outbreaks (Aeby et al., 2011a,b) such as those currently
occurring in the Caribbean (Walton et al., 2018). Also at
the colony- or community-scale, fragmentation and sediment
stress (particularly terrigenous sediments) impacting corals both
increase prevalence of tissue loss diseases when combined with
thermal stress (Brandt et al., 2013).
In combination with environmental stress, biological drivers
at the scale of individual colonies or the coral community may
increase the probability of disease occurrence. However, the
relationship between prior biological interactions and current
disease occurrence at these scales is poorly described, in part
due to a scarcity of longitudinal studies where disease and its
biological drivers are repeatedly observed at fine scales over time.
At the scale of individual coral colonies, reduced diversity of
coral-microbial communities has been associated with increased
disease susceptibility in Acroporid corals (Pollock et al., 2019)
and shifts in microbial composition linked to tissue loss diseases
in the Caribbean (Rosenberg et al., 2007; Séré et al., 2013;
Bourne et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2019). Evidence at the colony-
scale supports that even limited removal of tissue or skeleton
by fish may impact coral fitness (Rotjan and Lewis, 2008), that
high prevalence of corallivorous gastropods is associated with
outbreaks of White Syndrome (Antonius and Riegl, 1998), and
Drupella spp. may aid in the transmission of coral diseases
(Nicolet et al., 2013).
Coral colony size may influence disease susceptibility through
increased area for pathogen attack and opportunities for physical
damage (Lamb et al., 2014, 2016) or from age-related decreases
in microbial diversity as a barrier to pathogen colonization
(Pollock et al., 2019) or other factors associated with senescence,
and has been observed as a significant colony-scale factor in
previous studies of coral disease (Caldwell et al., 2020). Likewise,
colony morphology may influence disease lesion dynamics,
driving tissue loss and recovery rates (Lozada-Misa et al., 2015).
In addition, diverse fish communities have been hypothesized
to reduce disease risk at the community scale by reducing
the abundance of potential vectors (Raymundo et al., 2009;
Zaneveld et al., 2016). Fragmentation and bleaching may shift
the composition of coral communities toward increased disease
susceptibility or reduced capacity for recovery following these
disturbances (Ostrander et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2014;
Holbrook et al., 2018).
The broad suite of biological drivers associated with coral
disease requires further study using survey methods that
adequately capture the accumulation of stress to coral hosts
with sufficient temporal frequency, and the varied responses
of different coral species to stressors. Importantly, the unique
combination of environmental and biological conditions that
precede disease may be specific to disease type and/or geographic
region. For example, examinations of individual diseases have
helped to identify factors driving patterns of Porites tissue
loss (Porites white syndrome), revealing a strong association
with reductions in butterflyfish (Chaetodontidae) abundance in
Hawaii, the Philippines, and the Great Barrier Reef (Raymundo
et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2010). Comparisons such as these
highlight the importance of modeling individual disease risk
to identify factors driving patterns, which consider the unique
local environments, ecology, and prior conditions that exist
across coral habitats.
Improved prediction of coral disease at large scales requires
thorough testing of biological and environmental covariates on
a variety of coral species, using surveys designed to detect
local disease occurrence through time. Stratified random survey
designs are widespread but poorly equipped to detect local stress
accumulation, and longitudinal studies are rare due to the cost
of repeatedly surveying coral communities over long periods of
time. This has led to a paucity of data to link disease occurrence to
prior environmental or biological conditions – relationships that
may ultimately allow prediction of disease risk at these locations
and others that may lack longitudinal data. Here, we investigate
relationships between the suite of coral diseases referred to as
White Syndromes (WS) and current or past conditions, including
both environmental stressors and biological drivers at the colony
and community scale. “White syndrome” is a collective term used
mainly in the Indo-Pacific, describing acute and rapid tissue loss
that leaves behind bare skeleton, which can be rapidly colonized
by algae. It is currently unknown whether variation in patterns
of tissue loss is due to differences in host response or differences
in causative agents (or both) as limited evidence suggests more
than one causal agent (reviewed in Bourne et al., 2015). White
Syndromes are the most commonly reported and widespread
coral disease in the Indo-Pacific, in terms of both host species
and geographic range, and may be either acute or chronic. Using
insights from longitudinal surveys at five locations in Guam,
we developed a predictive model of WS risk, improving our
understanding of drivers for this suite of diseases and providing a
powerful tool in managing future WS risk and impact.
METHODS
Field Sites
In 2009, we identified five sites on shallow (1-3 m) coral reef flats
on the northwestern coast of Guam (approx. 144.7◦E, 13.5◦N).
At each site, we established three belt transects (20× 1 m) within
500 m of shore to capture the distinct coral communities of each
site. Each of the 15 transects was marked at both ends by a
stake hammered and epoxied into the substrate or a large zip tie
attached to existing reef structure and marker GPS coordinates
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FIGURE 1 | Map of survey sites.
recorded; this allowed repeated sampling of the transect. The five
sites span a range of water quality and anthropogenic stress along
the western coastline of Guam (see Redding et al., 2013 for a
description of anthropogenic stressors at sites) (Figure 1; Table 1;
Supplementary Figures 1-3; and Supplementary Table 1).
Survey Methods
A total of 72,904 colony-scale coral health surveys were
conducted during quarterly surveys (weather permitting)
between 2009 and 2018. Within each belt transect, snorkelers
recorded the species, size, and health condition of each coral
colony (i.e., healthy, disease type, evident predation, algal
overgrowth, bleaching), following methods of Myers and
Raymundo (2009). To limit observer bias, all taxonomic
assessments and disease observations were conducted by a single
expert observer (Raymundo) who confirmed visual classification
of disease type. Taxonomic identification was based on Randall
and Myers (1983), Wallace (1999), Veron and Stafford-Smith
(2000) and verified via photographs by D. Burdick (pers. comm.)
(Randall and Myers, 1983; Wallace, 1999; Veron and Stafford-
Smith, 2000). Representative photographs of major species
used in final analyses are included as Supplementary Figure 4.
Multiple adjacent coral colonies of the same species were
estimated as individuals only when physically separated with
clear tissue or skeletal borders. Clusters of staghorn corals falling
within the transect band were considered distinct colonies when
thickets were entirely disconnected or where it could be visually
determined that branches were not connected between clusters.
All colonies within the belt were visually inspected, binned into
one of six size classes using maximum colony diameter, and the
decision tree designed by Raymundo et al. (2008) was employed
to assess tissue loss and partial mortality. A positive identification
of white syndrome was based on the presence of an area of bare
white skeleton devoid of tissue and an active progressing front
marked by tissue erosion along the margin, often accompanied
by mucous secretion and/or loss of pigmentation in the tissue
bordering the disease front (Work and Aeby, 2006). In addition,
the absence of a colored band or deformed skeletal features
eliminated other known diseases. In larger lesions, recruitment
of early successional green filamentous algae onto skeleton
exposed for at least 1 week was an additional feature. Lastly, an
absence of coral predators (Acanthaster planci and Drupella spp.)
near or within the colony supported the assessment of disease.
As monitoring progressed, it became clear to surveyors
that patterns of tissue loss indicative of WS differed between
major taxa (Supplementary Figure 5). WS lesions on Staghorn
Acropora spp. manifested as a band of tissue loss progressing
quickly, most commonly from the base of a branch, upward.
A rapid rate of infection was indicated by predominance of
recently denuded skeleton relative to skeleton newly colonized by
early successional stage green filamentous algae. Porites spp. WS
lesions were generally concentric, multifocal patches of tissue loss
that developed anywhere on the colony, resulting in long-term
chronic infection. Porites responded to infection with excessive
mucous production in infected tissue and paling of tissue ahead
of the progressing front. Pavona spp. lesions generally began
along the upper frond margins, progressing downward along the
frond while exposing white denuded skeleton. Finally, Pocillopora
spp. infections began at the base of a branch and progressed
slowly, as indicated by a larger proportion of dead, heavily fouled
skeleton and typically a single branch displaying active tissue
loss. Regardless of species surveyed, old-dead or heavily fouled
dead skeleton alone was not considered evidence of an active WS
lesion, and only colonies with evidence of active WS lesions were
marked as having WS present.
Disease Driver Generation
White Syndrome drivers were generated and grouped for variable
selection according to hypotheses described in Table 2, with
additional data handling described below. Season of survey,
colony size, and species were obtained from the survey data.
Season was categorized as Winter (cool, low precipitation) or
Summer (warm, high precipitation) based on the survey month.
Size data was converted from categorical size classes into a
continuous variable, normalized to each species’ average size:
categorical colony sizes [Size Class 1 (0-10 cm), 2 (11-30 cm), 3
(31-60 cm), 4 (61-100 cm), 5 (1-2 m), or 6 (2-5 m)] was converted
to a continuous variable by calculating the midpoint of each
size class (example: Size Class 1 is 0-10 cm, midpoint taken is
5 cm), log transforming the midpoint value, and standardizing
using the mean and standard deviation of each species, resulting
in a species-specific relative colony size. This process allows the
model-estimated effect of colony size to be interpreted across
coral species as the change in WS risk per unit of standard
deviation from the species’ average colony size. Surveys prior to
2011, which did not include size class data, were removed. Coral
species groups were defined within the survey methodology and
categorized to genus only if species could not be identified in
the field using morphological attributes (e.g. “Massive Porites”).
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of survey sites.
Site (North to South) Management status Known stressors Abundant coral species (≥ 5%
relative abundance)
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Coral species groups with fewer than 10 confirmed cases of
WS from 2009 to 2018 were removed – constraining model
fitting to only surveys of species observed as (at-least) moderately
susceptible to WS (Supplementary Figure 2, N = 59,585). A
total of 13 coral species or species groups remained for analysis
(Supplementary Table 1).
Community characteristics for each survey and transect were
summarized from the survey data. While some transect-scale
biological predictors such as percent hard coral cover (using line
intercept methods) were already available for the surveyed areas,
other drivers required summarization of colony-scale biological
variables to describe the local coral community. Diversity of coral
species on transect during each survey period was calculated as
an Inverse Simpson’s Diversity Index where 0 indicated a species
monoculture and 1 indicated infinite diversity. Proportion of
coral colonies susceptible to WS (species with ten or more
confirmed cases of WS from 2009 to 2018) was calculated
by taking the ratio of WS-susceptible colonies surveyed over
the total number of colonies observed on transect during
each survey period. Proportion of WS-susceptible colonies on
transect was additionally used to estimate the percent of hard
coral cover occupied by WS-susceptible species. In addition to
recorded colony scale presence-absence observations, prevalence
of damselfish predation (farming behavior), gastropod predation,
macroalgal overgrowth, and bleaching on transect was calculated
for the current survey period, and also as a mean prevalence
across all surveys carried out in the year prior to the current
survey. Bleaching Pressure, a measure of projected impact of
temperature stress, was calculated as the product of a surveyed
colony’s species-specific Bleaching Response Index (Swain et al.,
2016) and the maximum observed Degree Heating Week (DHW)
value at a site within 1 year prior to a coral survey.
Satellite-based environmental variables provided a history of
environmental conditions in the vicinity of each site. Sea surface
temperature (SST) and derived metrics produced by NOAA
Coral Reef Watch (CRW) describe thermal conditions and stress
at∼5 km resolution. These include measures of year-round (SST
anomaly) and summertime (HotSpot, DHW, Hot Snap) thermal
stress, as well as winter temperatures (the prior winter condition
metric was calculated as the CRW Winter Condition value at
each site at the end of the previous winter; Heron et al., 2010).
Heat stress for the period immediately before a survey (short-
term) was represented by using daily SST-based metrics from
the same day, and prior (long-term) heat stress was represented
by means or maximums of thermal stress metrics over the
year prior to a coral survey date. VIIRS ocean color data were
used to describe the local ocean color parameters chlorophyll-
a (Chl-a) concentration, a proxy for ocean productivity, and
the diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm, Kd (490), an
indicator of turbidity (driver groupings summarized in Table 2).
We note that Guam winters are characterized by low rainfall,
resulting in low Chl-a and turbidity, compared to summertime
conditions where increased rainfall results in elevated Chl-a and
turbidity (in part due to runoff). Ocean color data density was
variable and typically insufficient to provide continuous time-
series for comparison with disease observations. To overcome
this, the sparse, daily 750 m data were aggregated by taking the
90th percentile value from a 7-day time window and 61-pixel
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TABLE 2 | Hypothesized environmental and biological drivers of White Syndrome.
Hypothesis group Variables included (with approximate scale of variable) Null hypothesis
(1) Seasonality - Season at time of survey White Syndrome occurrence in Guam is not
seasonal.
(2) Coral cover, diversity, and
colony size
- Coral cover (transect) White Syndrome occurrence does not differ
across colony sizes, coral diversity, and degree
of coral cover.
- Proportion of coral cover susceptible to WS (transect)
- Coral species diversity (transect)
- Proportion of colonies susceptible to WS (transect)
- Scaled colony size (colony)
(3) Prior bleaching or heat
susceptibility
- Maximum bleaching prevalence on transect within 1 year prior to survey date
(transect)
Prior bleaching in the coral community or
increased heat susceptibility is not associated
with increased White Syndrome occurrence.- Bleaching prevalence relative to prior annual maximum prevalence on transect
(transect)
- Species’ Bleaching Response Index (BRI, colony)
- Species’ Bleaching Response Index scaled by maximum CRW Degree
Heating Weeks within 1 year prior to survey date (colony)
(4) Prior winter condition - Prior winter condition value (∼5 km) Atypical winter temperatures are not associated
with increased White Syndrome occurrence.
(5) Short-term thermal stress - CRW SST Anomaly (∼5 km) Short-term thermal stress is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.- CRW Degree Heating Weeks (∼5 km)
- CRW Bleaching HotSpot (∼5 km)
- CRW Hot Snap (∼5 km)
(6) Long-term thermal stress - Maximum CRW SST Anomaly within 1 year prior to survey date (∼5 km) Long-term thermal stress is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.- Minimum CRW SST Anomaly within 1 year prior to survey date (∼5 km)
- Maximum CRW Degree Heating Weeks within 1 year prior to survey date
(∼5 km)
- Maximum CRW Bleaching HotSpot within 1 year prior to survey date (∼5 km)
- Maximum CRW Hot Snap accumulation (value from March 31 prior to survey
date) (∼5 km)
(7) Short-term ocean color - Maximum Chl-a within 4 weeks prior to survey date (∼8.25 km) Short-term ocean color is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.- Maximum Kd (490) within 4 weeks prior to survey date (∼8.25 km)
(8) Long-term ocean color - Mean Chl-a within 1 year prior to survey date (∼8.25 km) Long-term ocean color is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.- Mean Kd (490) within 1 year prior to survey date (∼8.25 km)
(9) Gastropod predation - Concurrent gastropod predation on colony (colony) Gastropod predation at the colony or
community scale is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.
- Concurrent prevalence of gastropod predation on transect (transect)




- Concurrent damselfish predation on colony (colony) Damselfish predation at the colony or
community scale is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.
- Concurrent prevalence of damselfish predation on transect (transect)
- Mean prevalence of damselfish predation on transect within 1 year prior to
survey date (transect)
(11) Macroalgal overgrowth - Concurrent macroalgal overgrowth on colony (colony) Macroalgal overgrowth at the colony or
community scale is not associated with
increased White Syndrome occurrence.
- Concurrent prevalence of macroalgal overgrowth on transect (transect)
- Mean prevalence of macroalgal overgrowth on transect within 1 year prior to
survey date (transect)
CRW, Refers to National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coral Reef Watch (CRW); SST, Sea Surface Temperature derived from satellite; CRW
products are gridded at 0.05◦ (∼5 km) resolution; Chl a, chlorophyll-a concentration derived from VIIRS (∼8.25 km after processing); Kd (490), diffuse attenuation
coefficient for downwelling irradiance at 490 nm derived from VIIRS (∼8.25 km after processing); Temperature-based satellite measurements derived from NOAA CRW
data. Derivations of each driver are described in Heron et al. (2010). Macroalgal overgrowth, macroalgae (non-filamentous algae of any size) that is actively growing
over areas of living coral tissue and causing paling or mortality to the underlying coral tissue. Differentiated during surveys from intrusion of filamentous red algae into
living coral tissues.
(∼8.25 km) rosette spatial window, see Geiger et al., unpublished.
Weekly ocean color data were summarized as mean or maximum
values over 1-month (short-term) or 1-year (long-term) windows
prior to a coral survey date.
Variable Selection and Random Effects
Specification
After driver generation and data handling, additional steps
were taken to ensure robust and repeatable variable selection.
In the interest of comparing disease drivers as equally as
possible, the dataset was filtered using the complete.cases()
function from the R package stats (R Core Team, 2018) to
produce a consensus dataset that featured only complete cases
for all drivers to be tested (no NA values, N = 28,687).
Removal of incomplete observations ensured that the number
of coral surveys used to train models of WS remained constant
regardless of which drivers were included. The consensus dataset
(Figure 2) was subsequently split into two random partitions
representing approximately 75% (n = 21,514) and 25% (n = 7,173)
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of the total dataset using the createDataPartition() function
from the R package Caret (Kuhn, 2020) while respecting the
distribution of WS cases through time across sites, transects,
and species. The 75% partition was used for model fitting
and the 25% partition was reserved for later validation of
model fit, sensitivity, and predictions of WS (i.e., using out-of-
sample data).
A generalized linear mixed model (glmm) of WS via the R
package lme4 included season and a random effect structure
for year, species, and transect nested within site to account for
the unique temporal, spatial, and biological structure of the
longitudinal dataset (Bates et al., 2015). The season in which
a coral survey occurred (summer or winter) was included as a
covariate in all models rather than a random effect to reflect
interest in tropical seasonality and its interaction with other
variables as a driver of WS.
Base model specification with random effects:
WS∼DRIVER + SEASON + (1|YEAR)+ (1|SPECIES)
+ (1|SITE)+ (1|SITE : TRANSECT.ID)
Using this base model specification, variable selection
was carried out for each group of variables representing
our hypotheses (Table 2). Each potential WS driver in a
hypothesis group was tested individually in the base model
specification (random effects plus season) to determine
standalone performance as a WS predictor. Variables were
removed from further consideration if they, when tested
individually, induced model singularity, increased model
convergence above a threshold of 0.01, or were did not
explain a significant proportion of model variance. A group
model was then fit using the base model specification and
including all variables from a single hypothesis group that
were found to be significant predictors of WS in individual
models. Multicollinearity was common among significant WS
predictors from a single hypothesis group. Group models were
further reduced by removing the variable with the highest
variance inflation factor (VIF) above a threshold of four and
refitting the newly reduced group model. Once all covariates
in a group model had acceptable VIF, non-significant drivers
with the lowest Z-score or high standard error (typically above
1-1.5) were removed and the model refit to the remaining
variables. This process was repeated until each hypothesis
group of variables was reduced to a single WS predictor or a
set of predictors that could coexist without impacting model
stability. These variables were then flagged for further variable
selection in later, full models of WS risk occurrence. The full
process of variable selection and model testing is pictured in
Supplementary Figure 6.
After variable selection was performed separately on each
hypothesis group, all environmental variables flagged for
inclusion were joined in an initial full model of colony-
scale WS occurrence. Variable selection for the full model
proceeded using the same guidelines applied to hypothesis group
models, with the addition of two caveats. First, if two variables
were functionally similar (example: both describe short-term
warming) then the variable with the highest standard error
(or lowest Z score) was removed. Second, if two competing
variables performed similarly, the variable that would be easiest
to attain at large scales (example: does not require prior in situ
site history) was retained. After this process was used to
arrive at a full model that included environmental variables,
these steps were repeated to include variables from hypothesis
groups describing concurrent or past biological covariates
such as gastropod or damselfish predation (Supplementary
Figure 6). A third round of variable selection using the
above criteria was applied to this intermediate full model,
reducing the set of WS covariates to those found in the final
model specification.
The covariate prior winter condition exhibited sensitivity to
the random selection of validation data. To estimate the range
of estimated effects for prior winter condition, 100 additional
random 75% partitions of the consensus dataset were generated,
and the final model specification fit to each data set. After each
model fit, estimates for all fixed effects and model conditional R2
were stored for later summarization.
Model Testing and Validation
After model selection exercises, model performance on reserved
out-of-sample coral surveys (n = 7,173) was assessed on
criteria of model specificity (true negative), sensitivity (true
positive), and balanced accuracy. Model performance was
measured as the conditional R2 (variance explained by fixed
and random effects combined) of the model when fitted
to the reserved dataset and calculated using the function
r.squaredGLMM() in the R package MuMIn (Bartoń, 2020).
It should be noted that predictions from binomial models,
including the Bernoulli, are probabilities and require the use
of a probability decision rule. This decision rule determines
the model-estimated probability of WS required to classify an
observation as disease-positive. While not applied here, tuning
of probability decision rules using localized data can allow
improved model predictions. Model specificity and sensitivity
were calculated by generating predictions of WS presence for
each colony-scale observation in the reserved data using the
predict() function in the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015)
and applying a pre-defined probability decision rule. For each
colony-scale observation, predicted WS outcome was compared
to true WS occurrence and categorized as a correct or incorrect
classification. This process was repeated 1000 times for the
entire training dataset at 1000 probability cutoff decision rule
steps equally spaced between 0.01 and 0.99 to estimate model
classification rates.
In addition, to gain a broader understanding of model
performance across a range of probability decision rules and at
the transect scale, 1000 independent realizations of predicted WS
outcome were generated for each colony surveyed in the reserved
dataset using probability decision rules randomly sampled from
a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1. These data were
summarized at the transect scale to assess performance of the
colony-scale model when predicting transect-level trends in
WS occurrence through time without the use of an informed
probability decision rule.
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Number of White Syndrome (WS) cases and (B) total counts of coral colonies per species and site in the full consensus dataset.
RESULTS
After variable selection exercises, a total of seven fixed effects
remained in the final fitted model trained on 21,514 coral health
observations across 13 coral species and 7 years of data (Table 3).
The final model fit featured a marginal R2 (R2m, fit of fixed effects
only) of 13.9% and a conditional R2 (R2c, fit of fixed plus random
effects) of 41.9%. Overall model random effects accounted for
approximately 28% of variation in WS cases observed. Of
these random effects the most variation in WS was attributed
to coral species (∼70%), followed by the coral community
(transect) (∼28%), survey site (∼1%), and year (<1%). Among
the seven fixed effects included in the final model all were highly
significant predictors of WS except for prior winter condition.
The significance of prior winter condition as a predictor of WS
was found to be sensitive to the random selection of data for the
data split, despite training data retaining the proportionality of
WS occurrence in the complete dataset. Additional model fits on
100 random splits of the complete dataset (described in Variable
selection and random effects specification) determined that a small
number of WS cases occurred in the dataset for which prior
winter condition was a strongly positive predictor (Figure 3).
As its inclusion would not significantly impact model
performance for WS cases outside of this small group, prior
winter condition remained in the model to aid prediction of
WS where this driver is important. This exercise of additional
model fits also determined that all other WS predictors included
were robust to any substantial biases imparted by the data
partitioning process (Figure 3). When summarized at the
transect level across all sites, colony-scale predictions of WS with
randomized decision rule values featured a fit of approximately
58% in training data (75% of available data) and 47% in model
testing data (reserved 25% of available data). In both cases the
model tended to underestimate when WS occurrence was very
high (Figure 4).
Model Interpretation
Factors persisting throughout variable selection and found
to be significant in the final fitted model represent key
hypotheses on the importance of both biological and
environmental drivers of WS.
Colonies surveyed in winter were significantly less likely
to be observed with WS compared to those surveyed during
summer, and this trend was most evident in sites dominated
by Porites cylindrica and Acropora cf. pulchra. Occurrence of
WS generally decreased with increasing coral cover, though
this relationship varied by species and at the community
level depending on which coral species was predominant.
Coral colony size was found to be the most reliable predictor
of WS risk for all species: colonies larger than average for
each species experienced greatly increased WS risk (Figure 5
and Supplementary Figure 7). Increased short-term heat
stress (measured as DHW) was consistently associated with
decreased probability of WS (Figure 6 and Supplementary
Figure 8) across coral species, whilst warmer prior winter
conditions were strongly associated with increased WS in
a limited number of observations. Increased prevalence of
recent damselfish predation on transect within the past year
resulted in decreased risk of WS at the colony-scale, whereas
concurrent gastropod predation on a colony was strongly
associated with increased likelihood that WS was observed on
the same colony.
Several hypothesis groups (Table 2) were not represented
in the final model after variable selection, suggesting limited
or no contribution to WS occurrences observed in this
dataset of non-outbreak WS occurrence. Neither diversity
of coral species on a transect, nor proportion of susceptible
colonies on a transect, were significant predictors of WS risk;
coral size was the only significant driver from Hypothesis
Group 2. There was no evidence that prior bleaching,
estimated bleaching susceptibility, or the estimated impact
of prior heat stress (Bleaching Pressure) increased WS
occurrence (Hypothesis Group 3). Long-term heat stress
(Hypothesis Group 6), such as prior maximum temperature
anomalies or Hot Snap values, also showed no significant
contribution to the probability of WS at the time of a survey.
Ocean color, including estimates of acute or chronic stress
from Chl-a and turbidity measured as Kd (490), were not
included in the final model as reliable predictors of WS
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TABLE 3 | Summary of final full model fit to random training partition (75% of available data).
Covariate Estimate Std. error z score p
Intercept −2.699 0.371 −7.278 3.39e-13*
Concurrent gastropod predation on colony 0.897 0.358 2.509 0.012*
Prior damselfish predation on transect −1.785 0.367 −4.826 1.39e-06*
Scaled colony size 0.682 0.024 28.002 <2e-16*
Coral cover on transect −1.147 0.341 −3.361 7.76e-4*
Winter survey season −0.738 0.065 −11.311 <2e-16*
Short-term CRW DHW −0.228 0.023 −9.892 <2e-16*
Prior winter condition 0.042 0.025 1.664 0.0961
Asterisks indicate significance.
FIGURE 3 | Boxplot of model fixed effect estimates after fitting on 100 random subsets of original consensus dataset. Two distinct populations are visible for the
estimated effect size of prior winter condition.
FIGURE 4 | Agreement between observed and predicted White Syndrome cases at the transect scale using 1000 random probability decision rule values for
in-sample training data (A), and out-of-sample testing data (B). Model predictions tend to underestimate where White Syndrome occurrence is very high.
(Hypothesis Groups 7 and 8). While concurrent gastropod
predation (Hypothesis Group 9) and prior damselfish
predation (Hypothesis group 10) were selected as factors,
no measure of past or present macroalgal overgrowth
(Hypothesis Group 11) persisted through the variable
selection process.
Model Performance
When predicting WS occurrence in the absence of an informed
probability decision rule, the final model tended to underestimate
where WS cases on a transect (20 m2) exceeded six in reserved
data or 20 in training data (Figure 7). Model performance was
maximized in communities dominated by Porites cylindrica (sites
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FIGURE 5 | Increasing probability of White Syndrome with increased scaled colony size. Solid lines represent predicted White Syndrome probability on training data,
dashed lines represent predictions for reserved data. Species-level plots in Supplementary Figure 7.
FIGURE 6 | Decreasing probability of White Syndrome with increased Degree Heating Week values. Solid lines represent predicted White Syndrome probability on
training data, dashed lines represent predictions for reserved data. Species-level plots in Supplementary Figure 8.
PIT or LUM) and communities featuring a mix of Acropora
cf. pulchra with Porites cylindrica and Pocillopora damicornis
(site TUM) – this result was expected based on the large
proportion of WS cases affecting these species. Predictions
from 1000 randomly selected probability decision rules provided
reliable estimates of WS throughout much of the training
and testing datasets (Figure 7). Improved detection of spikes
in WS frequency could be achieved by tuning prediction
outcomes through the use of an informed probability decision
rule, at the cost of increased model sensitivity and false
positives. Analysis of model specificity across 1000 probability
decision rules and sensitivity indicated that overall accuracy
was maximized at a decision rule of p(WS) = 0.081, where
specificity was 0.72 and sensitivity was 0.76. Visual assessment
of model fit suggested that a decision rule of p(WS) = 0.25
provided reliable detection of WS spikes in Porites cylindrica
or Acropora cf. pulchra-dominated communities at the cost of
over-predicting low-frequency WS (Supplementary Figure 9).
However, in all cases the model tended to under-predict a
sharp increase in WS occurrence at Tumon in mid-to-late 2016.
Finally, while prior damselfish predation appears ecologically
valuable to the prediction of WS, removal of this driver for
WS prediction without prior site visits is possible. A model
fit without prior damselfish predation prevalence featured an
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R2m of 0.12 and an overall R2c of 0.40, approximately a 2%
reduction in overall fit.
DISCUSSION
Coral disease is difficult to predict, and many of the
environmental and ecological factors that contribute to its
occurrence are poorly specified. Laboratory studies alone cannot
capture the full complexity and range of factors that contribute
to coral disease in natural settings, and often are best combined
with in situ experimentation or monitoring strategies (Boyett
et al., 2007; Sokolow, 2009; Vega Thurber et al., 2014). Effective
management of coral disease, and actions toward prevention of
outbreaks, requires informed predictions of when and where
coral diseases will arise. Current understanding of conditions
associated with coral disease is largely based on stratified random
surveys, which do not track coral communities affected by
disease through time, and are unable to observe local stress
accumulation in situ (Winston et al., 2019). Stratified random
strategies are useful for the detection of coral disease or host
stress responses such as bleaching over large areas but inferences
from stratified random surveys are limited by the lack of colony-
and transect- scale prior observations that can identify critical
drivers that precede disease onset. Supplementing stratified
random data with evidence from longitudinal studies allows
models of coral disease to consider which prior conditions may
increase or decrease future disease risk.
Seasonality of White Syndromes
Like many tropical islands, Guam is well-known for seasonality
that features cool, dry winter conditions and warm, wet summer
conditions. Here, a significant effect of season suggests that
coral colonies surveyed in winter were less likely to be observed
with active WS lesions. Winter reductions in WS were most
evident in PIT and TUM, both of which are dominated by
either Porites cylindrica or Acropora cf. pulchra. At LUM,
which also features Porites cylindrica, seasonal effects were less
apparent. In TAN, where coral communities are more diverse and
feature high abundance of Leptastraea purpurea and Psammocora
spp., WS occurrence is higher in winter than summer. While
we have confidence in the model results indicating that WS
risk is reduced during winter months, we also caution that
these results may be specific to those species that contributed
most to model training data (Porites cylindrica and Acropora
cf. pulchra). For affected species, decreased WS risk during
Winter may be due to hypothesized associations between colder
temperatures and decreased pathogen load in the water column
or coral surface mucus layer (Heron et al., 2010; Mao-Jones
et al., 2010). Exploring potential mechanisms between winter
temperatures and disease risk will be an important next step
to inform predictive models of coral disease such as WS under
warming climates.
FIGURE 7 | Predicted (black) and observed (blue) total WS cases per transect through time for both model training data (A), in-sample) and reserved model testing
data (B), out-of-sample) across 1000 colony-scale model realizations using decision rules randomly selected from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.00 to 0.99.
For plotting clarity, 250 of the total 1000 model realizations are plotted.
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Coral Cover, Diversity, and Colony Size
Coral colony size was the most reliable predictor of WS risk.
Regardless of coral species or the site where a survey was
conducted, corals larger than average for their species were more
likely to have active WS lesions - this finding is unique for
its uniformity across 13 coral species. Coral colony size has
long been considered a factor in the susceptibility of corals to
bleaching and disease and has well-documented effects on the
ecology of coral reefs (Sammarco, 1980; McCook et al., 2001; Roff
et al., 2006; Albright et al., 2010; Jokiel et al., 2015; Doropoulos
et al., 2016; Caldwell et al., 2020). Prior research has found
substantially increased disease risk with increases in host colony
size (Caldwell et al., 2018), and researchers have posed both age-
and size-related hypotheses to explain these patterns. Age related
hypotheses suggest either that older corals senesce, resulting in
reduced immune function or that corals experience a process
of microbial winnowing, wherein the host microbiome becomes
less diverse and more specialized to the local environment over
time (van Oppen and Blackall, 2019). Such decreases in diversity
have previously been associated with increased host susceptibility
to disease (Pollock et al., 2019; van Oppen and Blackall, 2019).
Size-related explanations suggest that larger colonies have an
increased surface area – and, therefore, increased susceptibility -
for injury or pathogen attack. Our findings are more consistent
with the hypothesis of age-dependence, given the similarity of
effect across species even when the effect of size was normalized
by species. That is, this effect was consistent between species that
varied greatly in maximum size.
Overall – and contrary to prior studies (Bruno et al., Heron
et al) – WS decreased with increasing coral cover; however, this
effect varied by site and species (Supplementary Figure 10). For
example, while Porites cylindrica showed reduced WS risk with
increased coral cover at all sites where it occurred, Acropora
cf. pulchra exhibited decreased disease risk at three sites (LUM,
WAG, TAN) and a marked increase with coral cover at site TUM.
Similarly, Pocillopora damicornis experienced reduced WS risk
with increasing coral cover at all sites except for TAN, where WS
risk increased. This variation among sites and species could be
driven by the differences in relative contribution of different taxa
to coral cover by site, or it may highlight that diseases classified as
WS here may, in fact, be diseases with distinct causation or host-
response between taxa. Our results indicate that the effect of coral
cover on disease risk (negative in this study, and positive in some
prior studies) is not consistent and that coral cover as an indicator
of reef health must be considered alongside other site or transect-
level variables. Diversity of coral species on a transect, another
common metric of reef health, was not found to significantly
influence WS risk in any model.
Prior Bleaching and Heat Susceptibility
Coral bleaching is a response to accumulated oxidative stress,
and bleaching is frequently posited as a precursor to coral
diseases such as WS. In at least one longitudinal study
conducted during the 2005 Caribbean bleaching event a positive
correlation was found between incidence of White Plague and
prior bleaching at the colony-scale for Montastraea faveolata
(Brandt and McManus, 2009), but explicit evidence linking these
phenomena is lacking (Ban et al., 2013). Short-term longitudinal
evidence from northeast Australia (Beaver Reef) suggests that
moderate bleaching and WS may combine to produce increased
tissue loss, but that these effects are less apparent in severely
bleached colonies where mortality is likely regardless of WS
presence or absence (Brodnicke et al., 2019). Since the survey
data used in this study revisited fixed transects rather than
individually marked colonies, we are unable to determine if prior
bleaching at the colony-scale is predictive of WS on the same
colony. However, this study did allow us to estimate WS risk
at the colony-scale in response to prior bleaching prevalence
observed on the same transect. We observed no significant
effect of prior bleaching on the probability of a colony having
WS, regardless of whether the bleaching prevalence value used
represented a maximum within the past year or was weighted
by these maxima. It is well known that coral species respond
differently to heat stress, and we attempted to incorporate this
knowledge by testing both the Bleaching Response Index (BRI)
(Swain et al., 2016) and the BRI weighted by maximum thermal
stress (DHW) experienced by a colony within 1 year prior to a
survey. None of these variables were significant predictors of WS
risk at the colony-scale. Following these results, we propose that
the physiological stress of bleaching on its own is not a sufficient
predictor for the onset of WS and encourage further study on the
mechanisms of coral disease onset to improve predictive models.
We also highlight that caution should be used when attempting
to generate disease predictions based the expectation that disease
follows bleaching, as these assumptions may lead to erroneously
high estimates of coral disease.
Winter Warming
Winter warming in the form of prior winter condition is a highly
significant and strong predictor of WS for a small population of
cases captured in our survey data. Under further investigation,
it does not appear that these cases belong to a particular coral
species or a particular survey site. It is possible there was a
unique combination of conditions that made WS occurrences
highly correlated with prior winter condition in a subset of
surveys, but we did not find evidence to support this hypothesis.
Instead, we suggest that the disease classified as WS in these cases,
while visually similar to other WS recorded, may have been a
different disease or type of WS that responds to different drivers.
Appearance and progression patterns of WS lesions varied
among taxa (as described in Methods) and, where monitored,
progression rates of tissue loss have also been shown to vary as
well (Lozada-Misa et al., 2015). These findings support recent
conclusions that identification of coral diseases by visual signs
alone may be insufficient (Caldwell et al., 2018), reinforcing
the need for additional methods such as histology to allow
comprehensive disease description (Work and Aeby, 2006) and
more accurate field identification.
Long-Term Heat Stress
Evidence exists that corals may remain compromised for several
months or more following bleaching or thermal stress events
(Thomas and Palumbi, 2017), and a history of thermal stress
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has been found to increase the risk of diseases similar to WS
in Caribbean coral communities (Randall et al., 2014). We
hypothesized that current WS occurrence may be associated
with the maximum heat stress a colony may have experienced
within the past year prior to the date it was surveyed. The
longitudinal nature of our survey data allowed this hypothesis
to be tested on four commonly used metrics of thermal stress
from CRW: SST Anomaly, Hotspot, DHW, and Hot Snap.
None of these variables persisted to the final model as reliable
predictors of colony-scale WS in Guam. While prior heat stress
can certainly impact coral health, we found no evidence at
our survey locations that annual maxima prior to a survey
were informative drivers of observed WS. While this appears to
conflict with the significant effect of season in the model (summer
disease occurrence being greater than winter), instead it simply
demonstrates that these more specific thermal stress metrics do
not provide additional explanatory power, compared to season
alone. In addition, season captures more underlying variation in
precipitation and other factors as well as temperature. Further
research is needed to determine whether these findings represent
a recovery of the coral host from prior heat stress events, or if
background disease levels and heat stress are not as directly linked
as previously thought.
Short-Term Heat Stress
Thermal stress such as DHW is widely considered a strong
predictor of coral bleaching, and coral bleaching from thermal
stress is frequently considered antecedent to many coral diseases
such as White Syndrome by increasing coral host susceptibility
to disease (Mydlarz et al., 2009; Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012;
Pollock et al., 2019). We hypothesized that short-term heat
stress would be associated with increased WS risk at the colony-
scale. Of those variables tested as part of this hypothesis group,
only Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) persisted to the final
model as a reliable predictor of WS. DHW is zero during
winter months, when we observed reduced WS occurrence, and
represents accumulated heat stress over a 12-week period prior
to a coral survey date. Counterintuitively, however, we observed
decreased occurrence of WS with increased values of DHW,
and these results were consistent across coral species regardless
of site with the exception of Leptastraea purpurea, Acropora
aspera, and Acropora muricata (Figure 6). Probability of WS
on L. purpurea showed no trend with DHW, whereas Acropora
aspera and A. muricata both demonstrated increased WS risk
over the limited range of DHW under which they were observed
(approximately 0 to 1 DHW). Broadly, these findings represent a
departure from traditionally hypothesized relationships wherein
coral disease increases with prior bleaching (discussed above)
or heat stress. One explanation for these results could be high
bleaching and mortality after periods of elevated DHW, resulting
in fewer colonies on transect available to express WS. No clear
relationship is evident in these data to support this hypothesis
as (i) total transect area remained constant throughout the study
and (ii) the total number of colonies surveyed on each transect
showed no relationship with increasing DHW values. Another
explanation for these results is that satellite-based measures,
such as DHW used here, assess temperature stress at a spatial
scale much larger than that of individual colonies and do not
necessarily assess the true temperature experienced by coral
colonies in reef microhabitats. CRW DHW values at the five
sites ranged from 0 to 10.28 (mean 0.33)◦C-weeks in the raw
CRW data, and from 0 to 7.76 (mean 0.81)◦C-weeks in the
consensus model-training data. From 2009 to 2018 in raw CRW
data the DHW threshold of 4◦C-weeks, at which significant
coral bleaching can be expected, was only crossed three times –
once in late 2013, late 2016, and late 2017. While bleaching
was observed outside of these time periods as well, severe
bleaching expected at DHW above 4◦C-weeks was observed in
each of these years (Raymundo et al., 2019), suggesting that
CRW DHW values in Guam adequately reflect thermal stress
experienced by corals at the survey locations. These findings
suggest further investigation is needed into alternative, perhaps
more mechanistic explanations for the relationship observed here
between short-term heat stress and WS.
If the relationship observed here between WS and DHW is not
an artifact of data handling or the reduced temperature variability
of tropical regions, then it suggests that the link between short-
term thermal stress and White Syndromes is not as expected.
All of these hypotheses are valuable points of consideration
for improved prediction and management of coral disease in
tropical regions. In light of this we suggest further research on
the potential influence of increased temperatures on pathogen
load in the water column, how thermal stress affects coral
susceptibility to disease as well as pathogen virulence, and the role
of temperature microhabitats not captured by satellite metrics
as refugia from, or sources of, disease. Based on our results
we recommend caution when statistically linking increased
disease directly to either increased bleaching or the thermal
stress that may precede bleaching until these mechanisms are
better resolved.
Short and Long-Term Ocean Color
Satellite ocean color, including metrics of Chl-a concentration
or turbidity approximated by Kd (490), have infrequently been
included in predictive models of coral disease despite their
established utility in lakes and open oceans (McClain, 2009).
Limitations do exist when using these measures in coastal near-
shore environments where bottom reflectance can skew data
and exacerbate issues of low data recovery due to cloud cover.
The methods developed above and in Geiger et al., unpublished
represent a promising and practical step forward by addressing
issues of low data density in near-shore environments. Using
both short-term maximums and long-term means of ocean color
metrics, we hypothesized that increased Chl-a or turbidity would
be associated with an increase in coral disease. While clear
differences in ocean color were apparent between some survey
sites, no relationship between WS and short- or long-term ocean
color metrics was found. These results may suggest that WS in
Guam occurs through mechanisms largely independent of water
quality. Alternatively, the coarse spatial scale of the rosette used
to spatially summarize VIIRS ocean color data (approximately
8.25 km) could have led to poor differentiation between survey
locations. Of equal importance could be that the technique used
here aggregating ocean color data to 1-week time periods for
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the benefit of increased data density may have also resulted
in poor detection of acute stressors such as short-term runoff
events common to high islands. Given the documented in situ
and experimental relationships between nutrient concentration
or sedimentation and increased coral disease (Bruno et al., 2003;
Redding et al., 2013; Pollock et al., 2014; Vega Thurber et al.,
2014), we feel satellite ocean color measures may still be of great
use and encourage further exploration of these methods to better
understand the link between water quality (as measured by ocean
color) and coral disease.
Gastropod Predation
Corallivorous gastropods have been suggested as direct vectors
of coral disease and are generally regarded as damaging to
coral health (Antonius and Riegl, 1998; Nicolet et al., 2013).
We hypothesized that gastropod predation at the colony or
community (transect) scale is associated with an increase in
WS occurrence, and this study supported this hypothesis: we
found that colonies with evidence of gastropod predation at
the time of survey were significantly more likely to also exhibit
active WS lesions. Prevalence of gastropod predation at the
transect scale at the time of survey, or in the past year, were
not significantly associated with colony-scale WS occurrence.
Importantly, while these findings reinforce that there may be a
link between gastropod predation and coral diseases such as WS
(perhaps through vectoring of pathogens), they do not suggest a
causal relationship without further experimentation. The role of
gastropod predation may differ by disease, or gastropods may be
responding to the presence of necrotic tissue on the coral surface
and largely inconsequential to the spread of disease. Alternatively,
consumption of infected necrotic tissues by gastropods may lead
to reduced disease spread if gastropod movement among colonies
is low. A neutral role of gastropod predation is supported by
the lack of a relationship between prior gastropod predation
prevalence and observed WS frequency. Additional research and
manipulative experiments are required to better understand the
role of gastropods in coral health.
Damselfish Predation (Farming Behavior)
Damselfish farming is unique for its easy identification through
distinctive feeding scars, which characterize the removal of
tissue and underlying coral skeleton to create substrate for algal
colonization, in contrast to butterflyfish feeding scars, which
remove individual polyps without damaging the coral skeleton
(Raymundo et al., 2008). It has previously been suggested
that even limited removal of tissue or skeleton may result in
reduced coral health and fitness (Rotjan and Lewis, 2008). While
butterflyfish have been suggested as a potential vector of coral
disease, relatively little is known about the role of damselfish to
disease risk, especially those which may persist on or near corals
to farm algae (Raymundo et al., 2008, 2009; Casey et al., 2015).
In addition, the presence of normal levels of damselfish farming
may simply be an indicator of a healthy reef community. Our
results found that increased prior transect-level prevalence of
damselfish farming within the past year significantly associated
with decreased WS at the colony-scale. Concurrent damselfish
farming at the colony or transect scale did not persist through
variable selection. These results suggest that damselfish farming
behavior may play an important role in the early prevention
of coral disease or maintenance of coral health. Importantly,
damselfish farming within the year prior to a coral survey is the
only predictor in this model that requires longitudinal in situ
knowledge of a survey site. We suggest closer inspection of
the potential mitigating or inhibitory role damselfish farming
behavior may have on coral diseases such as WS, such as whether
they act to remove diseased tissue to establish new algae farms,
ultimately reducing local pathogen load.
Macroalgal Overgrowth
It is well documented that many coral reefs are in decline,
experiencing phase shifts toward algal-dominated states, and that
habitats with high concentrations of algal exudates also support a
high load of potential pathogens (Ostrander et al., 2000; Szmant,
2002; Adam et al., 2011; D’Angelo and Wiedenmann, 2014; Casey
et al., 2015; Bourne et al., 2016). We hypothesized that increased
macroalgal overgrowth at the colony scale, or its increased
prevalence across a transect, would indicate compromised coral
health and be associated with increased disease. No evidence
was found to support this hypothesis for the occurrence of WS
in Guam, and no variable describing macroalgal overgrowth
persisted through variable selection. These results support the
conclusion that typical indicators of reef decline, such as prior
heat stress and macroalgal overgrowth, may not themselves be
reliable predictors of WS at the colony-scale, or at least do not
represent proximate causal relationships. To accurately predict
coral diseases such as WS at the colony-scale we encourage a
better understanding of the specific mechanisms behind the onset
of coral disease within degraded reef habitats.
Model Performance at Transect Scale
This study demonstrates the development of a colony-scale
model of coral disease that can predict both colony-scale and
transect-scale disease occurrence with relative accuracy. Model
performance in all datasets was maximized when predicting
WS in coral communities, which featured a large proportion of
Porites cylindrica, as these communities also contributed the most
WS cases toward model training. The stochastic realizations of
the model tended to both underestimate and overestimate WS
counts in coral communities that were dominated by Acropora
cf. pulchra. Future data collection in Guam or other Pacific
high islands could be targeted to better capture WS occurring
on Acropora cf. pulchra to improve model performance.
Alternatively, careful selection of probability cutoff decision
rules by managers implementing this model could guard against
systematic over or underprediction of White Syndrome, at the
cost of a more rigid model interpretation versus a mean of
stochastic realizations. While balanced colony-scale accuracy was
maximized at a probability cutoff of p(WS) = 0.076, we observed
more reliable model predictions at the transect-scale without
overprediction in Acropora cf. pulchra dominated communities
at a more conservative probability cutoff of p(WS) = 0.25.
These findings advance our current understanding of coral
disease forecasting by suggesting that disease forecasts should
use colony-scale data if available, such as colony size, and aim
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to account for community-level ecological factors such as coral
cover and damselfish predation prevalence when estimating
disease responses.
Results in Context
While the model presented here represents only five sites in
Guam, it provides compelling evidence that diseases visually
presenting as White Syndrome are driven by both past and
present environmental and ecological factors at multiple scales.
Importantly, this model was based on mostly low-prevalence WS
data with limited high-prevalence observations, and drivers in
outbreak scenarios may vary from those found to be significant
here. Rather than developing a model of WS separately for each
species in the dataset, we have demonstrated that a species-
generalized model of WS is capable of predicting low disease
occurrences across a range of coral communities and may be
adjusted to require only a single time point of in situ data.
Jointly fitting multiple species means that the model is not tightly
fit for any single coral species but represents a valuable step
towards generalized coral disease models that might be used to
estimate coral disease in remote reefs or at large spatial scales
using predictions of coral cover and colony size based on limited
prior site data. Two primary limitations of this study include
the largely undescribed etiology of White Syndromes, and the
visual similarity of these conditions across coral species. White
Syndrome lesions on colonies of different coral species may
represent different diseases altogether. Additionally, differences
in WS etiology across coral species may represent differences in
driving factors for a shared pathogen. The inability to distinguish
diseases within White Syndromes in situ limits both survey data,
modeling efforts, and inference. We investigated the suite of
White Syndrome conditions occurring across host species with
the goal of assessing disease predictors in general. This exercise
has highlighted that factors commonly associated with coral
diseases, namely thermal stress, Chl-a concentration, and prior
bleaching may be unreliable predictors of future disease risk
and, in some cases, reduce the likelihood of WS. In addition,
this study reinforces that coral colony size, and perhaps age-
related factors, require further study as drivers of WS and perhaps
other coral diseases. These findings emphasize the variety of
factors associated with WS, the value of longitudinal data for
disentangling them, and the challenging nature of modeling coral
disease at large spatial scales.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Dot plot of species colony counts and transect
composition through time for all recorded species. Dot size indicates number of
colonies observed at each time point and survey location.
Supplementary Figure 2 | Dot plot of species colony counts and transect
composition through time for modeled coral species. Dot size indicates number of
colonies observed at each time point and survey location.
Supplementary Figure 3 | Dot plot of White Syndrome (WS) prevalence through
time for modeled coral species. Dot size indicates WS prevalence within each
species at each time point and survey location.
Supplementary Figure 4 | Reference photographs of coral species used in
model analysis (also see Supplementary Table 1).
Supplementary Figure 5 | Reference photographs of characteristic lesions from
several coral species observed, representing typical variation in tissue loss
classified as White Syndrome.
Supplementary Figure 6 | Depiction of the variable selection process where red
coloration indicates rejection of a variable due to violation of variable selection
criteria and green indicates persistence of a variable to the next step of variable
selection. Diamonds indicate decision points for each variable tested.
Supplementary Figure 7 | Plots indicating relationship between probability of
White Syndrome with increased scaled colony size across sites and species
modeled. Notably, most species demonstrate increased risk of WS as size
increases from their species-specific average.
Supplementary Figure 8 | Plots indicating association between short-term heat
stress (measured as CRW DHW) and probability of White Syndrome across sites
and species modeled. For species where decreasing relationships between p(WS)
and DHW are found, these trends appear consistent across study sites.
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Predicted (black) and observed (blue) total WS cases
per transect through time for both model training data (left, in-sample), in-sample)
and reserved model testing data (right, out-of-sample) based on a p(WS) = 0.25
probability decision rule.
Supplementary Figure 10 | The influence of coral cover on colony-scale
probability of White Syndrome varies by site (left) and by species (right). Left panel:
Solid lines represent predicted White Syndrome probability on
training data, dashed lines represent predictions for reserved
data.
Supplementary Table 1 | Table of species codes used in survey data and
corresponding scientific names. Species appearing in the consensus dataset
have had their code and scientific name bolded.
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